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The Cooling Times
Last month global warming had its moment in the sun. Against the backdrop of floods that ravaged 
large parts of the U.S, Germany, China and India, and scorching heat waves, the UN released its latest 
climate change report. This sobering report reminded us of what we already know: We need to reduce 
emissions or face unimaginable consequences.

In this newsletter  we highlight a few of our projects that are doing just that. Last month Nostromo 
proved that it’s shovel ready. First, at a system level, our 500 kWh system at the Medinol building in 
Jerusalem is up and running with great results. Second, at the technology level, we reported 
preliminary results from a 2-year degradation study funded by Royal Dutch Shell, showing 1% decline 
in 6,600 cycles, equivalent to more than 20 years of service. 

But before you dive in, we invite you to watch our new 3 minute explainer video on how our technology 
is cooling global warming.

To stay updated on all Nostromo’s news, follow us on LinkedIn. 

We use water to store solar energy when tariffs and consumption is low and discharge it as demand 
rises. This reduces the commercial and industrial sector’s reliance on dirty fossil fuels and lowers a 
building’s carbon footprint. Watch this video to see our solution in action.

An Open Letter to Israel’s Minister of Energy:
No More Power Plants

Power plants alone aren't enough to meet our growing energy demand for cooling without causing 
irreversible environmental damage. And building more power plants isn't realistic or sustainable in the 
long run. So what's the alternative?

In this open letter to Israel's Minister of Energy, Karine Elharrar, Nostromo's Founder and CTO, Yaron 
Ben Nun, explains why the answer to Tel Aviv (and the world's) looming energy crisis lies in clean 
energy storage. More here

Nostromo Reports Successful 
Commercial Operation at Medinol

After installation and commissioning, Nostomo’s 
system became fully operational at  the Medinol 
factory in Jerusalem this July. This is a significant 
milestone with the system having already 
completed dozens of recharge/discharge cycles. 
Read more about this here.

News You Need to Know

The UN’s latest climate change report paints a dystopian picture of where humanity is headed as 
global warming rears its ugly head. But there is hope. The report urges action to avoid the worst effects 
of global warming. Here’s our take on this story.

U.N. releases blistering assessment on the state of climate change”

Nostromo’s collaboration with the Israel Electric Company (IEC) was approved by Israel Innovation 
Authority,(IIA).  As part of this collaboration,the Nostromo system will be integrated at the Medinol 
facility. This will mature the technology  as an aggregated demand-side management solution. Through 
this project, funded by the IIA, Nostromo and IEC will develop an interface enabling the utility (IEC) to 
manage the system remotely to balance the load on the grid. The next step will involve linking multiple 
systems together, creating a virtual power plant and a strategic grid resource. More about this here.

VPP Pilot Project With the Israel Electric Company Gets Green Light

How We’re Building a Cooler World

“As climate warms, Nostromo 
Energy fights back with ice”

Nostromo is fighting the 
crippling effects of climate 
change with ice.

Preliminary results from a two year stress study funded by Royal Dutch Shell show that Nostromo’s 
energy storage capsules can operate for 20 years with negligible degradation. The results were 
submitted to Shell and are currently under review. In 2018 Nostromo was selected to participate in 
Royal Dutch Shell’s “Game-Changer” acceleration program to demonstrate the resilience of the 
IceBrick™ energy storage capsules. 

Yaron Ben-Nun, Nostromo Founder and Chief Technological Officer said: “We wanted to 
demonstrate that water is an excellent means of storage and that the energy storage cell developed by 
Nostromo succeeds in taking advantage of its physical properties over 20 years or longer, with 
negligible wear.” More on this here.

Royal Dutch Shell Study: Less Than 1% Degradation of Nostromo 
Energy Storage Cells After 20 Years of Operation

"It hurts that our market is in the 
US and not Eilat, Be'er Sheva or 
Tel Aviv"

Interview with Illana Shoshan, 
General Manager West Coast.

“The latent heat of water”

Nostromo’s Founder and 
CTO, Yaron Ben Nun, 
responds to the UN’s latest 
climate change report

A huge Tesla battery pack at the Victoria Big Battery in Southeast Australia was on fire for four days 
until firefighters managed to put it out. Investigations to see what caused the fire are still ongoing. But 
with incidents like this on the rise, it calls into question whether we should be going all-in on large 
scale, lithium-ion energy storage systems. Here's our perspective.

Tesla Megapack fire highlights issues to be solved for utility ‘big batteries’”

The Tokyo Olympics will go down in history as one of the world's most remarkable sporting events. And 
not just because there weren't spectators or because it was one of the first events where an athlete 
(Simon Biles) actually spoke out about mental health. But because of the unprecedented heat. The 
Japanese government went to great lengths to cool the city, but how is global warming going to upend 
future Olympics? We share our thoughts here.

How to cool a city struggling with heatwaves”
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